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Accessibility

by Ann-Ellen Lesser

Q:  As a literary organization why should we worry about accessibility?

A:  There are three important reasons for literary organizations to consider how
      inclusive they are:

• It is a civil right. You would not think of excluding someone from a poetry reading
or having access to your books because of their race, religion, national origin or
sexual preference.  It is equally discriminatory to have a reading at a place that
excludes someone with a disability because it is not wheelchair accessible,
doesn’t have an assistive listening system, or you haven’t provided a sign
interpreter or open captioning.

• It is the law.  There are two laws and one code that New York State organizations
need to consider: ADA (federal law), NYS Civil Rights Law and the NYS Building
Code. In most cases the law asks for reasonable or what it calls “readily
achievable” accommodations to be made.  Thus, if you cannot provide a service in
one way, because it would be too expensive or unfeasible for another reason, the
law says you should look for an alternative that is achievable.

• This is your audience. People with disabilities and older adults are among the
people who are writing and reading your books.  As the population ages more of
your audience and more of your artists will be people who have disabilities,
including those disabilities that are age related: loss of sight (starts happening to
everyone after 40), loss of hearing, loss of mobility. This is about all of us. Here are
some numbers that make the case:

• Over 12% of NYS residents have disabilities.
• There are over 54 million Americans with disabilities.
• The number of people with hearing disabilities in the United States is

equal to the population of California.
• Within 15 years, 1 out of 4 people in the United States will be 65 and

over.
• A 60-year-old needs twice as much light as a 40-year-old to read a book.
• By 2020 there will be 16 retirees for every 2 workers in the United States.
• People with disabilities have well over 200 billion dollars of disposable

income annually.
• Only 15% of those with disabilities are born with them.

Q:   As a literary organization, how do we start?
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A:   Accessibility is often thought of as an add-on, as if it were a response to a special
      request.  You need to start with a different model, one that incorporates the
      following ideas:

• The goal is usability not accessibility.  Accessibility implies you can get in the
door, pick up the book, etc.  Usability implies that you can actually read the book,
hear the reading, join a discussion group.  The goal is, as it is for all of your
readers and program attendees, to make what you do usable for them and to
make them feel welcome and respected.

• The barrier is in the environment.  The medical model of disability implies that the
disability is solely in the person and that the only way to remove the barrier is to
“cure” them.  The social model of disability builds on the fact that the barriers are
often in the environment, i.e., in the way we design spaces, products,
communications and our attitudes.  If you begin with the social model you will see
that we have the ability to remove barriers.  Example: Do you wear glasses when
you read? If so, you are using technology to remove a barrier.

• Usability is an organizational asset.  It would sound silly to say that getting your
books to a bookstore to be sold (that is, accommodating people who like to go to
stores to find books) was a response to a special request.  It is equally
unproductive to say that providing open captioning or sign interpretation at a poetry
reading is a response to a special request.  In both cases, one is identifying an
audience and responding to how it accesses literature.  Responding properly to
user preferences builds organizational assets and readership.

• The goal is an integrated approach. In all of your thinking and planning, recognize
that people with disabilities and people of all ages are just that: people. Some of
us may like to buy books online and others may want to go to a bookstore.  Our
preference may be determined by age, disability, or just how we like to shop.  The
goal is to offer all of your users enough alternatives to satisfy their preferences and
to do it without breaking the bank.

Q:  What should I do first?

A:  Every organization, from time to time, needs to review what it is doing and how it is
     doing it. The basic steps in the process are to evaluate what you have, identify what
     you need, develop a plan (goals, costs, time line, priorities, strategies) and, when
     you have finished, market what you have. To develop a strategic plan ask yourself
     these questions:

• Who am I reaching now, who do I want to include who I am not currently
reaching and who will I need to reach 10 years from now?  Your writers, the
people who read your books and those who attend your presentations should be
included in this primary question.

• How am I serving my writers, readers and audiences, and can I continue to
serve them as the population changes?  Having identified your current users (this
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term is used to include writers, readers and audiences at presentations) and
those who you are not currently including but would like to, examine how you do
things.  Here’s an example: If a writer with a disability submits a manuscript you
want to publish, can you work with him?  If he uses a wheelchair, can he come to
your office?  If he is blind, do you know how a screen reader works?  If she is deaf,
do you know how to make a relay call?  Here’s another example: If you are having
a reading that would be of interest to an older audience, can you accommodate
them?  Did you choose a venue with an accessible entrance?  Does the venue
have an assistive listening system? Are the announcements in large print?  Have
you advertised the reading in places older adults look for things to do?

• What do I need to do?  Having surveyed what you are doing and identified areas in
which you want to change, you then have to decide what you need to do.  These
decisions should be part of the overall activity and growth of your organization
(remember, the mindset is to build organizational assets). For example, if you
need a furnace, have a printing bill outstanding and are planning a poetry reading,
the cost of an interpreter or captioning should be balanced with other needs.  Your
strategic plan should consider usability as one of its goals and it should outline
what you will have to do to achieve it.

• Where is the money supposed to come from?  When you integrate your thinking
about usability into your overall planning, then the money is part of the normal cost
of doing business.  Here are two different approaches: In the first example, a
bookstore sponsors a reading.  A person calls and says, “I am deaf, I want to
come to the reading, will you have an interpreter?” The bookstore scrambles to
find an interpreter and the money to pay him. In the second example, the same
bookstore, recognizing that there is a substantial deaf population in its county has
built the costs of an interpreter into the cost of any reading, has invited members of
the deaf community to advise them on an interpreter and has marketed to the deaf
community.  In the second case the bookstore will have included money for
interpreters in its proposals to funders (it will also build a loyal audience for its
books).

• I had an interpreter once, I had captioning once, I used an accessible space and
nobody with a disability came.  Why should I continue?  An organization must be
committed to including people with disabilities, it must develop a marketing plan
that addresses them as it would anyone else and it must involve people from the
disability community in its work.  This must be a process, not a one-shot deal.
Failure comes from having one signed reading, advertising in the local paper and
not convincing anyone that you are serious about making people who are deaf feel
welcome.  Success is asking people who are deaf to work with you, asking them
who the best interpreters are in your area, asking them where to advertise, using
the international accessibility symbols, taking the time to build an audience.

Q:  But what kinds of things can I do?
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A:  There are all kinds of things that will not only make people with disabilities and
      older adults feel welcome but will improve the choices you offer everyone else.
      Here are some strategies to consider:

• Are the spaces I use accessible, including entrances, pathways to program
areas, doorways, bathrooms, access to services, etc.?

• When I lay out a book, do I follow the guidelines for an accessible print
presentation? (Accessible print is different from large-print presentations.  See
the Lighthouse Web site for help.)

• Can I offer alternative formats for books, i.e., on tape, on an accessible Web
site, in large print, in Braille? (Only a small percentage of people who are blind
read Braille these days.)

• As a literary presenter, can I provide assistive listening systems, open
captioning, sign interpretation or wheelchair seating next to someone who
doesn’t use a wheelchair?

• Does my marketing reach people with disabilities and older adults?  Does my
marketing use the international accessibility symbols?

• Have I involved people with disabilities and older adults in planning programs
and publications?

• Do I publish work by writers with disabilities?
• Have I thought about partnerships with literary organizations, magazines and

presenters who target the disability audience?

Q: Where can I find help?

A:  There is a great deal of help available. The Web site of the New York State Council
      on the Arts has a section on accessibility resources.  The council is also in the fifth
      year of its accessibility initiative and can provide information and, in some cases,
      technical assistance.  There are many organizations that work with people with
      disabilities that provide accessibility information and technical services.  Among
      these are independent living centers throughout the state, the State Office of
      Advocates for People with Disabilities, the Lighthouse, the Jewish Guild for the
      Blind and the Northeast ADA/IT Center at Cornell, to name just a few.  Most
      importantly, the people in the disability community in your own neighborhood and
      those who work with and are older adults in your community will provide important
      assistance in evaluation, planning, marketing and support.


